CREW SOCIAL DISTANCING CONTEST

March 1st - August 31st, 2020

Snap a picture of shop or counter personnel social distancing on the job next to Four Seasons® product or signage and we’ll send you a Four Seasons® A/C bay banner! All entries will automatically be entered in to win one of three Mammoth® Cruiser 30 cooler and four Mammoth® Stainless Rover tumbler combos.

How to Enter

Submit your image to 4SMarketing@4S.com Follow us on Facebook @auto.4 Seasons and post picture using hashtag #4SCrewSelfie*

Like us on Instagram @Four Seasons Automotive and post picture using hashtag #4SCrewSelfie*

*Private account posts will not be visible, therefore will not be counted as an entry

Grand Prize Details

The Mammoth® CRUISER

The last personal cooler you will need. This light-duty rotomolded cooler is built with all of the features of a heavy-duty cooler and just as durable but light enough to be handled easily on any excursion. The insulated walls provide the ice retention necessary for keeping your items cold longer than traditional coolers.

Mammoth® Rover double wall vacuum insulated stainless steel tumbler with lid and rubber stopper. These sturdy tumblers will keep your drink HOT or COLD in any climate.

Every eligible photo entry will receive a shop bay banner! Limit one banner per shop.